
materials
18 yd (16.5m) of worsted-weight yarn, , 
combining 3 x 6-yard (5.5m) lengths

4 jump rings

Chain, approximately 18” (45.5cm) long

Jewelry clasp

tools
Needle-nose pliers

Ruler or tape measure 

Wire cutters

yarn used
1 skein Manos del Uruguay Clasica in Caribe, 
138 yd (126m), 31⁄2 oz (100g), 100% merino wool

sizes & measurements
Knit piece is 11⁄2” (3.8cm) wide, 7” (18cm) long

yarn preparation
Measure and cut three 6-yd (5.5m) strands of 
yarn. Combine these 3 strands to create the yarn 
for the project. 

note
  If you have 6 yd (5.5m) of a “slim” or 

“mid” super-bulky yarn left over from another 
project, you can fi nger knit this necklace using 
a single strand.

STATEMENT 
NECKLACE PROJECT TYPE

finger knitting
SKILL LEVEL

beginner

TECHNIQUES

Casting on

Four-fi nger knitting

Binding off

Weaving in ends

Tightening strand ends

Meet your newest conversation piece (psst . . . 

you can wear it two ways!). The secret to making 

it especially compliment worthy? A fabulous 

variegated yarn. Beautiful metal jump rings, a 

chain, and a clasp are easier to add than you may 

fi rst believe, and they elevate humble fi nger knitting 

into a stunning showstopper. 

The Grownup
By Gillian Flynn
Read by Julia Whelan
 
Running Time: 1 Hour, 18 Minutes
 
Visit tryaudiobooks.com/crafters 
to listen to a sample!

Suggested Listen

Pattern taken from 
Knitting Without Needles 
by Anne Weil.



1. Leave a 12” (30.5cm) tail and cast on a 

four-finger knit strand. 

2. Knit 14 rows, or until the piece measures 

approximately 7” (18cm) long (A).

Tip: Do not pull on the cast-on tail of the 
finger knitting, which will roll the sides of 
the knit fabric in toward each other, forming 
a tube. If you don’t pull the end, the piece 
will remain flat from side to side; however, 
the beginning and the end of the strand will 
naturally start to curl toward each other, like 
a smile, which is what you want. 

3. Bind off the strand without pulling tight 

so that the end of the necklace matches 

the rest of the piece. 

4. Bring the working yarn through the last 

stitch to the knit side (C). Weave the yarn 

end into the knit side, hiding it as you go. 

Trim the end.

5. Return to the beginning of the finger-

knit strand and tighten up the beginning of 

the piece to make it even with the rest of 

the strand. Weave in the end and trim. 

6. Using wire cutters, cut 2 pieces of chain  

to 7” (18cm), or desired length. 

7. Place the necklace with the purl side 

facing up and curving like a smile. Using 

needle-nose pliers, open a jump ring, 

thread one piece of chain on it, and run 

the jump ring through the small top corner 

stitch of the necklace. Close the jump ring 

with needle-nose pliers, making sure the 

ring ends match up exactly as it closes. 

Repeat on the other side of the necklace.

8. Using the pliers, open another jump ring 

and loop it through the end of one of the 

chain pieces and one of the clasp pieces. 

Close the jump ring with the pliers. Repeat  

on the other side of the necklace (F).

Tip: I designed this necklace to be worn with 
the purl side facing out as shown below. For a 
different look, flip it to the knit side as shown 
on inside cover.
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